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The Morningside Heights building has some vertical lines etched into its exposed concrete columns —a touch, the
architects’ website assures us, that “references local stone and masonry details of the ...
Why Do New Buildings Look So Basic?
With its history as a power plant, the site has unique buildings on it that the project developers want to retain. The original
power plant is being reimagined by Herzog & de Meuron, an ...
Urban Is Coming Back Strong… And Better Than Ever Before
One of these new projects in the city is 1111 Lincoln Road, a development envisioned by Robert Wennett and materialized
by swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron ... injecting a natural raw quality ...
Architecture News
Rio is blessed with more raw natural beauty than probably any other city on Earth ... commissions for world class architects
such as Herzog & de Meuron, who built the interconnected shopping ...
The liveable cities index 2010
fresh from a 2005 makeover by Herzog & Meuron. Among countless music offerings, you might be lucky enough to catch
Prince, a native son. The Twin City’s history has long been tied to water.
America’s Hidden Gems
Indeed, some of our favourite cities (London being a good example) don’t make the grade because they fall down in a
number of areas despite the fact they have a natural swagger ... South Harbour by ...
The liveable cities index 2011
Designed by Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron, M+ aims to put Asia on the global map for art and was built to rival
London’s Modern Tate and the Museum of Modern Art in New York. But the museum has ...
Hong Kong's M+ museum opens amid censorship controversy
The architects chose to preserve and integrate the ruins to provide a link to the history of Pingtung, which was known as
Heito during the period of Japanese rule in the early 20th century.
Heito 1909 is a landscaped park on the site of a former sugar factory
now, history has shown that museums must be open ... lead many masterpiece projects to never be built. for example,
herzog & de meuron have designed a couple of houses at the beginning of their ...
kois associated architects studio visit + interview: 'timelessness is the only important thing'
of what contemporary art is about’. Opening four years later than planned, M+ was designed by Swiss architects Herzog &
de Meuron, who created the Tate Modern. Its collection includes paintings ...
£7bn Hong Kong museum faces censorship threat from China over fears some exhibits may incite 'hatred' of Beijing
Built to the plans drafted by renowned architects Herzog & de Meuron, the Allianz Arena has ... has undergone during its
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more than 600-year history. Also worth visiting are the palace treasury ...
The Top 20 sights and attractions in Munich
Science has rarely been as much fun as at the new facility of this venerable museum designed by Renzo Piano, the Italian
master of technologically sophisticated architecture. Set in the spacious ...
Green science
It would feature a 300,000-square foot building designed by Swiss architectural firm Herzog & de Meuron in consultation
with Coast Salish artists. Staff have long said its current building, which was ...
Vancouver Art Gallery receives $100M donation from Audain family for new building
- VIVE Arts, in conjunction with Pérez Art Museum Miami, is pleased to present an exclusive private viewing of renowned
artist and filmmaker Marco Brambilla's monumental new video work Heaven's ...
VIVE Arts Announces Exclusive Art Exhibition on VIVE Flow
a new environment where natural and artificial are finally amalgamated into an unexpected equilibrium,’ said massimiliano
gotti porcinari, lead architect at LAB71 architetti. casa 500 respects ...
LAB71 architetti completes casa 500, a new fiat 500 museum in turin
Designed by Swiss architects Herzog & de Meuron, M+ aims to put Asia on the global map for art and was built to rival
London’s Modern Tate and the Museum of Modern Art in New York. But the ...
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